DokuWiki Cheat Sheet
Based on the design of the Wikipedia Cheatsheet and the syntax of DokuWiki

DESCRIPTION
Italicize
Bold
Underline

YOU TYPE

YOU GET

//Italicize//
**Bold**
__Underline__

Italicize
Bold
Underline

Headlines

= = = = = = headline1 = = = = = =

headline1

A table of contents will
automatically be
generated when two or
more headlines are
added to the page.
Only headlines 1, 2,
and 3 will generate the
table of contents.

= = = = = headline 2 = = = = =

To underline, hold
down the shift key and
hit the – key two times.
Do this before and
after the text.

= = = = headline 3 = = = =

headline2

= = = headline 4 = = =

headline3

= = headline 5 = =

headline4
headline5

Create a new
page

[[New page]]

New page

External link

http://www.ublib.buffalo.edu

http://www.ublib.buffalo.edu

This will link to other
websites outside the
wiki.

[[http://www.ublib.buffalo.edu]]

http://www.ublib.buffalo.edu

[[http://www.ublib.buffalo.edu|UB
Libraries]]

UB Libraries

Internal link

[[Name of page]]

Name of page

This will link to
another page within
the wiki.

[[Name of page|display text]]

display text

[[Name of page#heading name|display
text]]

display text

This will create a link
to a new page. The
text within the
brackets is the name of
the new page.

To link internally from
one heading of a page
to another heading on
that same page, use
the # symbol.

Ordered list
To create an ordered
list item, indent text by
two spaces and use a –

Unordered list
To create an
unordered list item,
indent text by two
spaces and use a *

-one
-two
-three

1. one
2. two
3. three

*one
*two
*three

•
•
•

one
two
three

This is text with linebreaks\\ The two
backslashes are only recognized at the
end of a line\\ followed by\\ a
whitespace. \\This happens without it.

This is text with line breaks
The two backslashes are
only recognized at the end of
a line
followed by
a whitespace. \\This happens
without it.

Images and Files

{{pagename:filename.doc}}

filename.doc

You cannot add these
to the page until you
have uploaded it to the
wiki.

{{pagename:filename.doc|DisplayText}} DisplayText

Forced new line
Paragraphs are
created from blank
lines. Use this syntax if
you want to force a
new line without a new
paragraph.

*See notes below for
instructions on
uploading files.

*To upload an image or file:
1. Click on the Add images and other files button that is located just above the text
box (the button looks like a brown frame with a picture inside of it)
2. Select Browse and locate the file to be uploaded
3. Click on the Upload button
The file should now be listed with other uploaded files just below the Upload button.
You can insert the uploaded document by clicking on it, or using the syntax in the table
above.
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